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Item 6.1
TO:

Chair and Members of the Source Protection Committee Meeting #1/15, June 23,
2015

FROM:

Beverley Thorpe, Project Manager, CTC Region

RE:

Mandatory Septic Re-inspections in Sodium Chloride Issue Contributing
Areas
____________________________________________________________________________
__
KEY ISSUE
Decision on whether to change the threat level for septic systems in sodium and/or chloride
Issue Contributing Areas (ICAs) to reduce municipal workload to re-inspect these systems.
RECOMMENDATION
THAT the CTC Source Protection Committee (SPC) considers this report and determine
which of the options they wish to put into effect;
AND FURTHER THAT staff be directed to take the necessary steps to implement the
option as directed by the CTC SPC.
BACKGROUND
Issue
The Ministry of the Environment and Climate Change (MOECC) staff has recently clarified that
in all areas where an on-site sewage system governed under the Building Code is identified as
an existing or future significant drinking water threat, the mandatory re-inspection program
applies (the Building Code specifically refers to “a sewage system in an area affected by a
significant drinking water threat”). In reviewing the proposed CTC Source Protection Plan
policies, they advised us that our policy SWG-1 should therefore apply in an ICA for sodium
and/or chloride if the CTC SPC deemed the septic system to be a significant threat. In
developing the policies, the CTC SPC had explicitly excluded inspecting such systems from the
policy and instead determined there should be an education and outreach program focussed on
water softeners (policy SWG-7) to address the significant threat from septic systems related to
ICAs for sodium/chloride. MOECC staff has advised that regardless of the policy(ies), the
requirement for the inspection under the Building Code is based on the identification of
significant threats in the approved assessment report.
The Risk Management Official for Orangeville (Heather McGinnity) has recently written to CTC
staff concerned that the Assessment Report for the Credit Valley Source Protection Authority
has identified septic systems as contributing to the sodium/chloride Issue and thus these are
deemed significant threats which in turn would therefore require a mandatory re-inspection. She
expressed concern that such inspections would be a waste of municipal resources since septic
systems do not treat for sodium or chloride, no matter how well they are functioning.
The South Georgian Bay Lake Simcoe Source Protection Committee recently reconsidered the
requirement to re-inspect such systems within a sodium or chloride ICA and decided to assign a
moderate rather than significant threat level to this activity. The reconsideration was requested
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by the City of Barrie who was concerned about the additional inspections required within their
sodium/chloride ICA.
Building Code Requirements
The Building Code Act, 1992 and Building Code (Ontario Regulation 332/12) regulate the
design, construction and renovation of treatment systems which are located wholly on the
property which they serve (i.e. “on site”) and have a design sewage capacity of 10,000 litres
per day or less. Such systems typically provide treatment for smaller buildings such as houses,
cottages and small businesses.
Enforcement of the on site sewage provisions of the Building Code Act, 1992 and Building
Code is the responsibility of local enforcement bodies, or “principal authorities”, – the
municipality, the board of health or the conservation authority, depending on the location within
Ontario.
Ontario’s Building Code (now Ontario Regulation 332/12) was amended to establish and govern
mandatory on site sewage system maintenance inspection programs, to be administered in
certain areas by local enforcement bodies. These amendments to the Building Code also
govern discretionary on site sewage system maintenance inspection programs established by
local enforcement bodies.
The Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing (MMAH) have provided a guide to municipalities
on how to conduct re-inspections, but the actual details, costs and methods are left to the local
municipal discretion. Based on discussions with the policy staff in the Building Code office at
MMAH, it is their expectation that the re-inspection program will include in-office collection of
information; followed by a site-inspection by a qualified person (MMAH establishes the criteria
for qualification). The MMAH staff is also encouraging municipalities to develop discretionary
re-inspection programs as their experience is that there are many instances of non-performing
septic systems throughout the province.
Relation to Clean Water Act
MMAH in consultation with the then Ministry of the Environment determined that such
mandatory septic re-inspections be completed for all systems located in a source water
vulnerable area, where the systems are or would be a significant drinking water threat. Thus the
requirement for mandatory re-inspection applies also to septic systems identified as
significant threats in sodium/chloride Issue Contributing Areas.
Staff of the Ministry of the Environment and Climate Change has confirmed that where the
source protection committee has reason to do so, can remove septic systems as an activity
contributing to an Issue as set out in the Technical Rules: Assessment Report under the Clean
Water Act, 2006 .
Contribution of Septic Systems to Sodium/Chloride Issues
Sodium and chloride in septic effluent comes from two main sources: it is present in human
waste; and levels can greatly increase where there is a water softener. Based on data from a
July 2005 study by the Ontario Rural Wastewater Centre at the University of Guelph (for the
Canadian Mortgage and Housing Corporation entitled “Impact of Water Softeners on Septic
Tanks Field Evaluation Study”) the average concentration of chloride measured was 146 mg/L
and rose to an average of 1610 mg/L where there was a water softener. The corresponding
average sodium concentrations were 233 mg/L Na and 586 mg/L respectively.
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As part of their analysis of Issues , the CTC SPC requested work to be done to estimate the
relative loadings from different threat activities within different WHPA zones for wells that had
been identified as having an Issue. In May 2011, Genivar provided a report which was
accepted by the SPC as a foundation report setting out this analysis. In July 2013, the Region of
Halton provided an updated analysis by the same firm of loadings from related threat activities
based on the updated WHPA and ICAs delineations that had been completed for their wells in
the Town of Halton Hills. The estimates of the loadings from septic effluents including from
water softeners varies for each well and WHPA zone depending on the size of the zone, the
number of systems present in the zone. The relative contribution of the septic/water softener
loading to overall loading depends on the other sources of sodium of chloride (winter road
maintenance on public roads and residential and non-residential areas and any municipal
sewage discharges) in the zone. It was assumed that there was a septic system and water
softener on any property not served by municipal sewers. Below is a summary of the
sodium/choride estimates.
Loading of Sodium and Chloride from Septic Systems in ICAs in Dufferin County and Region of
Peel related to Town Orangeville’s Wells
ICAs for sodium/chloride include the entire WHPA- A to D and E where applicable for
Orangeville’s 3 clusters of wells (wells 2, 5, 7 & 9; wells 6 & 11; and well 10). The overall range
in the relative contribution to the overall loading of sodium/chloride from the combined septic
system and water softeners was estimated as:
1. Wells 2, 5, 7 & 9 in WHPA-A =0.5%; WHPA-B =0.4%; WHPA-C =0.9%; WHPA-D
=1.4%
2. Wells 6 & 11 in WHPA-A =0%; WHPA-B =1.3%; WHPA-C =0.5%; WHPA-D =0.9%
3. Well 10 WHPA-A =1.8%; WHPA-B =1.1%; WHPA-C =2.6%; WHPA-D =2.2% and
WHPA-E =0%
Loading of Sodium and Chloride from Septic Systems in ICAs in Halton Hills related to Region
of Halton’s Wells
ICAs for sodium/chloride include the entire WHPA- A to D and E where applicable for Halton’s
Cedarvale wellfield in Georgetown. The overall range in the relative contribution to the overall
loading of sodium/chloride from combined septic system and water softeners was estimated as:
Cedarvale Wells in WHPA-A =0%; WHPA-B =0%; WHPA-C =0.7%; WHPA-D =1.3% and
WHPA-E =0.8%
OPTIONS FOR SPC DECISION
CTC SPC staff has identified three possible options to address this matter. Below is a brief
description of the option, analysis of considerations and what steps need to be taken to
implement the option.
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CTC staff has estimated how many inspections would be required under each option which is
found in Table 1 below. While there are a large number of properties that intersect any part of
the ICA (see column “Number of Properties in Whole ICA”), however the number of properties
identified through the Municipal Property Assessment Corporation (MPAC) with septic systems
is much lower (see Option columns). Also if the septic system is on the part of the property
outside of the vulnerable area, it is not a significant threat and would not require inspection.
Further, in the Orangeville and Halton Hills (Georgetown) areas, many properties are on
municipal sanitary sewers or have no servicing and therefore do not require an inspection (1750
properties out of 2437 in Orangeville; and 1092 out of 3298 in Halton Hills).
There are also a number of properties with no servicing information available in MPAC – these
maybe vacant lots or, on either private or municipal services (e.g. 679 in Orangeville and 2189
in Halton Hills). These properties are included in the “Number of Properties in the Whole ICA”
column but have not been included in the Options analysis columns.
TABLE 1: Comparison of Number of Potential Septic Re-Inspections by Municipality
around Wells with Sodium or Chloride Issue Contributing Area (ICA)

OPTION 1
CTC SPC retains the significant threat designation for septic systems governed under the
Building Code in sodium/chloride ICAs and amends policy SWG-1 to clarify that this policy
applies in sodium/chloride ICAs.


The MMAH guide for septic systems inspection programs does not address the threat
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from release of salt into the environment but rather on the proper functioning of the
system primarily to protect from pathogen threats.
The municipality could tailor the inspection of septic systems in sodium/chloride ICAs to
include delivering the education and outreach information as set out in SWG-2 and
SWG-7 as part of the contact with the property owner and thereby complete actions to
implement the policy requirement that the CTC had proposed.
As a co-benefit from the inspection the municipality would be able to assess where
sewage systems may not be operating properly and direct property owners to take
remedial action that are aside from the sodium/chloride issue. Septic systems located in
the parts of WHPAs with a vulnerability scores less than 10 are classified as a moderate
or low drinking water threat (chemical or pathogen) to the municipal well based on the
provincial Tables of Threats. Failing sewage systems pose a risk to human health and
the environment anywhere they are located, even outside a municipal well head
protection area. Such inspections would be consistent with the authority for the
municipality to conduct discretionary re-inspection programs.

OPTION 2
The CTC SPC deems that septic systems governed under the Building Code in
sodium/chloride ICAs are significant threats in WHPA-A, B and E only.
The Assessment Report for the Credit Valley Source Protection Area is amended to reflect
this change and the Source Protection Plan Policy SWG-1 and Policy SWG-7 are amended
to describe where the policy applies; policy GEN-8 would be unchanged and would cover
delivery of education and outreach in the low/moderate threat areas.









The inspection workload for municipalities would be reduced as set out in Table 1.
Septic systems pose only moderate and low chemical threats in WHPA-C and D per the
Tables of Drinking Water Threats. The CTC has estimated that the contribution to
sodium/chloride from septic systems is minor.
The re-inspection program would focus on septic systems within WHPA-B (the up to two
year time of travel area) and WHPA-E (the up to two hour time of travel area) where the
risk to the municipal wells is highest from both pathogens and chemicals (note that
sodium and chloride move very easily and quickly in both surface and groundwater due
to their solubility) thus balancing the implementation effort with the threat.
The municipality could tailor the inspection of septic systems to include delivering the
education and outreach information as set out in SWG-2 and SWG-7 as part of the
contact with the property owner and thereby complete actions to implement the policy
requirement that the CTC had proposed.
As in Option 1, there is a co-benefit from detecting and correcting poorly functioning
septic systems that are a moderate to low drinking water threat to the municipal well
based on the provincial Tables of Threats categorisation within the WHPA-B and E
where there are both pathogen and chemical threats. Such inspections would be
consistent with the authority for the municipality to conduct discretionary re-inspection
programs.

OPTION 3
The CTC SPC deems that septic systems governed under the Building Code do not
contribute to sodium/chloride issues based on the analysis carried out within the CTC.
Therefore within sodium/chloride ICAs the threats posed by septic systems governed under
the Building Code is as set out in the relevant Tables of Drinking Water Threats.
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The Assessment Report for the Credit Valley Source Protection Area would be amended to
reflect this change and the Source Protection Plan. Policy SWG-1 would be unchanged and
SWG-7 would be amended to apply septic systems in the entire ICA as a moderate/low
threat policy.




The inspection workload for municipalities would be reduced as set out in Table 1.
The legal effect of the education and outreach policy SWG-7 would be changed from
“must comply” to the ‘’have regard for” category.
No re-inspection required for septic systems based on their contribution to a sodium or
chloride Issue

NEXT STEPS
Based on the direction of the CTC SPC, staff will advise MOECC staff of the needed
amendments to the Assessment Report for the Credit Valley Source Protection Area and the
CTC Source Protection Plan.
Consultation on the proposed amendment to the Assessment Report would not be required as
any changes will result in fewer activities being impacted.

Report prepared by: Beverley Thorpe, extension 5577
Emails: bthorpe@trca.on.ca
For Information contact: Beverley Thorpe, extension 5577
Emails: bthorpe@trca.on.ca
Date: May 22, 2015
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Item 6.2
TO:

Chair and Members of the Source Protection Committee Meeting #1/15, June 23,
2015

FROM:

Brian Denney, Chief Executive Officer

RE:
CTC Source Protection Committee Renewal Process
____________________________________________________________________________
__
KEY ISSUE
CTC Source Protection Committee (SPC) advice sought on the proposed replacement schedule
for members and revisions to the economic sector composition
RECOMMENDATION
THAT the CTC SPC endorses the proposed replacement schedule for members as set out
in Table 2 of this report;
THAT the CTC SPC provides advice on the economic sectors to be represented in
replacing this sector’s members considering the information in this report and any other
relevant matters raised during discussion at their Meeting #1/15 to be held on June 23,
2015;
AND FURTHER THAT Chair Self sends a letter to the Minister of the Environment and
Climate Change outlining the suggestions of the CTC SPC on concerns and actions that
MOECC should consider to strengthen and continue the important role that the SPC can
play as a partner in the source water protection program.
BACKGROUND
At SPC meeting #7/14, held December 16, 2014, the CTC SPC was given a presentation by
Beverley Thorpe regarding the requirements and responsibilities of the SPC upon approval of
the Source Protection Plan (SPP), including the mandatory member replacement process. A
copy of the presentation is available at
http://www.ctcswp.ca/source-protection-committee/agendas-and-minutes/. Advice was then
sought from the SPC members regarding the process, roles and responsibilities of the SPC
going forward past Source Protection Plan approval. SPC members were asked if they wished
their term on the SPC to expire immediately upon the Minister’s approval of the SPP or at the
first or second anniversary of the approval. Members could also advise if they wished to be
considered for re-appointment to a new three year term.
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The Toronto and Region Source Protection Authority (TRSPA) as the lead authority in the CTC
Source Protection Region is responsible for determining the composition of each sector
grouping on the CTC SPC, consulting broadly within the source protection region; recruiting
candidates for membership and appointing members in accordance with Ontario Regulation
288/07 under the Clean Water Act, 2006. In carrying out these tasks TRSPA works in
collaboration with the two other source protection authorities that make up the CTC. Given the
important and invaluable role that the inaugural members of the CTC SPC have played in
completing the initial science and policy work, the source protection authorities will benefit from
the SPC advice as the process of SPC renewal is undertaken.
CTC SPC PERSPECTIVES ON FUTURE ROLE
The following summarizes the key points raised by the SPC members at their December 16,
2014 SPC meeting in discussing the future role for the CTC SPC and the member replacement
process (see Attachment Attachment 1 for more information on the discussion questions).
The overriding topic raised by many members was the uncertainty of the role of SPC in the next
phase of source water protection during plan implementation. The minimum requirements for
the SPC as set out in the regulation do not provide much direction on the content or extent of
the work which will be required or authorised. There was not a clear sense that MOECC has
provided enough guidance yet on their role for the SPC for to make substantive
recommendations.
The group agreed that their role would have to be “meaningful” otherwise member recruitment
and retention will be difficult. The minimum list of tasks as currently set out does not constitute
substantively “meaningful” work (see Attachment 1).
The SPC members are of the opinion that they could provide valuable input to the success of
the source water program by assessing and providing comment on what is working/not working
in the plan/process; by advising MOECC on where action is required and bringing issues to
MOECC’s attention. However there needs to be a clear signal that MOECC is receptive to
hearing from the SPC for this work to be valuable.
Questions/Comments Regarding SPC Role
1. Members expressed confusion about the future SPC role: is it an oversight and review
body; or a decision-making body like it has been in determining the proposed source
protection plan?
2. Is the committee’s role in the go forward a high-level, strategic oversight body, or is more
technical knowledge required to be an effective member? The role will dictate what the
ideal SPC composition should be.
3. If the role of the SPC is not a decision-making body, but just a commenting one, then
there is concern about how the SPC can facilitate change if there are no “teeth” in their
role.
4. What is role of SPC in the update of ARs? Some felt initial process was rushed and would
like more time to complete updates. (Note the Minister has been setting dates in his
approval of recent SPPs for the completion of Terms of Reference by other source
protection committees that set out their proposed review and update process for their ARs
and SPPs.)
5. How much clout with the Ministry does the SPC have?
6. The CTC SPC is of the opinion that the committee has a role to “pushback”, especially
from the economic sector, but need the right strategic perspective on the committee to
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carry this out.
7. RMOs will have invaluable insights going forward and their advice/contribution to
discussions will be important.
Questions/Comments Regarding Future Funding
1. There is an assumption that staff capacity to support the SPC will continue to be funded.
Is this correct?
2. It will be difficult to move forward with successful member recruitment without provincial
commitment on workload or budget funding.
3. Continuity of funding is crucial to overall program success.
General Comments
The CTC SPC also brought forward some general comments that they wish to bring to the
attention of MOECC. They support of the findings of the Auditor General’s report and were
disappointed that the MOECC’s response did not make more specific commitments to
implement actions.
The SPC feels that MOECC should initiate a holistic review of the source water protection
process to identify how to strengthen and improve it for the future. They also caution that with
that review MOECC should maintain the local influence and role of SPC’s and not centralise it. It
is noted that this process has been a unique experiment in empowering local stakeholder
groups.
The foregoing questions and comments require direction and action from MOECC.
Staff recommends that the Chair of the CTC SPC brings these forward in a letter jointly to the
Chair of the Toronto and Region Source Protection Authority and the Minister of the
Environment and Climate Change for their consideration.
MEMBER REPLACEMENT SCHEDULE
th
At the December 16, 2014 meeting, member interest was gauged for continued membership or
timing to be replaced on the CTC SPC. Follow-up emails and phone calls where needed were
made to canvass each member of the CTC SPC. The table below summarises the current
information provided to staff.
Table 1 – Member Preference on their Replacement Schedule
Municipal Sector Representatives
David Kentner
Region of Halton, Wellington County,
Has indicated interest in continuing on
Town of Erin, Town of Halton Hills, Town the SPC
of Oakville
Mark Schiller
Region of Peel, Town of Caledon, City of Has indicated interest in continuing on
Brampton, City of Mississauga
the SPC
Robert Burnside Town of Orangeville, Dufferin County,
Has indicated that he wishes to be
Township of East Garafraxa, Township replaced as soon as possible; has
of Amaranth, Town of Mono, Township agreed to stay on until an appropriate
of Adjala-Tosorontio, Simcoe County
replacement is found. The key staff at
the municipalities he represents were
informed in December 2014 that he will
be leaving the committee and a
replacement member will be sought in
the near future.
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Don Goodyear

Region of York, Township of King, City
of Vaughan, Town of Aurora, Town of
Richmond Hill, Town of
Whitchurch-Stouffville, Town of
Markham
City of Toronto

Has indicated interest in continuing on
SPC

Louise Foster

Land Development

Andrea Bourrie

Aggregate

Has indicated interest in continuing on
SPC
Has indicated that she wishes to be
replaced on the committee.
Also she noted that having a
representative from the aggregate sector
is perhaps not necessary given the plan
policies.
She has left door open, will stay if a golf
industry representative is desired as she
sees no interest from anywhere else in
the industry. She is also ok to go as well.
Has indicated he wishes his term to
expire
Has indicated interest in continuing on
SPC
Has indicated she wishes her term to
expire
Has indicated interest in continuing on
SPC, but is concerned if he can still
represent his sectors since he has
retired

Michael
D’Andrea

Has indicated interest in continuing on
SPC but due to changes in his
responsibilities may not be able to.
Howard Shapiro City of Toronto
Has indicated that he wishes to be
replaced upon plan approval.
John Presta
Durham Region, Township of Uxbridge, Has indicated interest in continuing on
City of Pickering, Town of Ajax,
SPC
Township of Scugog, Town of Whitby,
City of Oshawa, Municipality of
Clarington
Economic Sector Representatives

Wendy Burgess Golf course

Doug Brown

Other (Energy)

Heather Laidlaw Agriculture
Lynne Moore

Agriculture

Peter Miasek

Petrochemical/Petroleum

Public Sector Representatives
Julie Aboucher

Citizen-at-large

Michael Garrett

Citizen-at-large

She is “leaning to” not continuing, but is
open to discussion
Has indicated that he wishes to be
replaced upon plan approval.
Has had recuse herself due to conflict
of interest with current employment
Has indicated desire to continue on
committee

Jessica Ginsburg ENGO
Robert Goodings Citizen-at-large
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Irv Harrell

Citizen-at-large

Fred Ruf

Citizen-at-large

Has indicated he wishes his term to
expire but is open to staying on if
required.
Has indicated desire to continue on
committee
Seat vacant, must be replaced

Peter Orphanos ENGO
(deceased)

OPTIONS and RECOMMENDATIONS
Based on current discussions with staff at MOECC, it is likely that the CTC Source Protection
Plan will be approved in June or early July 2015 with an effective date projected to be October
1, 2015. Upon approval, the terms of 9 CTC SPC members will expire (3 in each sector group).
It is recommended that the replacement process be initiated as soon as possible to assist in
consultations with municipalities and economic sectors before the required formal public
notifications and consultations are undertaken. The Toronto and Region Source Protection
Authority is responsible for member appointments in consultation with the municipalities for their
representatives and the Credit Valley and Central Lake Ontario Source Protection Authorities. It
should be noted that current members in the economic and public sectors who are interested
could apply to be appointed for a new three year term at the appropriate time.
The following summarises the key comments/questions on the composition and renewal
process arising from discussions at the SPC meeting held on December 16, 2014.
1. At what point is a representative from a sector not qualified? (i.e., how long after they
retire or change employers?)
2. Can the economic sector representatives represent their particular industry, or can they
represent Industry in general?
3. Some economic sector representatives indicated that now that “fear of unknown” is gone,
it will be difficult to solicit interest in recruiting new sector members.
4. Challenge to shrink the size of the committee, while maintaining the sector balance
(especially for municipalities), therefore maintaining the current 21 members is probably
necessary for CTC.
5. 3-year renewal cycle may not be appropriate, but a longer term will have committee
members “on the hook” for a long time.
6. Consensus that maintaining Agricultural representation on the committee is crucial.
Committee Size
It is recommended that the current 21 member committee continues in order to maintain the
municipal representation. At most only 1 fewer member in each of the three sectors is
recommended. However a committee of 18 versus 21 members would not be a significant
savings in administration or organizational burden. Changing the size of the committee would
require a regulatory amendment by the Minister of Environment and Climate Change.
Municipal Sector Replacements
In summary 4 of 7 municipal representatives are interested in staying on the committee after the
first round of replacements following plan approval. Since the regulation governing the
replacement process specifies that for a 21 member committee like the CTC, 3 representatives
in each sector group shall be replaced upon plan approval and 2 more at each of the first and
second anniversaries, it is logical that the 3 municipal representatives who have indicated a
desire/need to be replaced are the first cohort to be replaced. However further discussion with
the City of Toronto is needed to confirm that they want both representatives to be replaced in
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the same year or if they would prefer a staggered replacement. If the latter is the case, then
another municipal member’s term will need to expire.
Discussion with the SPC at their Meeting #1/15 to be held on June 23, 2015 and subsequent
consultation with the affected municipalities by Toronto and Region Source Protection Authority
is advised to help identify whose terms will expire when.
Public Sector
In summary 2 of 7 public-at-large sector members must be replaced due to a vacant seat and
on-going conflict of interest limitations. These members held the two ENGO seats. It is
recommended that in addition to them, the third member to be replaced on plan approval is
Michael Garrett whose has advised of his wish to be replaced now.
Of the remaining 4 public members, 2 wish to continue (Robert Goodings and Fred Ruf). It is
recommended that these two members’ terms expire at the second anniversary of plan
approval. It is recommended that the other two members (Julie Abouchar and Irv Harrell) who
have expressed a desire to resign but also a willingness to continue if needed would have their
term continue until the first anniversary of plan approval.
Further discussion with Julie and Irv is recommended to confirm that this is satisfactory.
Economic Sector
The SPC recommended that a re-appraisal of which economic sectors are represented would
be useful. For example, the aggregate representative suggested that it was not necessary for
her sector to continue to be represented. It was also discussed if it might be appropriate to
have some industry members who were not necessarily representing a specific sector, but
rather would be generally aware of the needs and perspectives of industry. It was
recommended that the agricultural sector representation should be maintained as currently
configured.
In identifying the economic sector members appointed initially, TRSPA consulted with industrial
organizations to help identify candidates who could represent their sector. Staff recommend that
this practice be followed to the extent possible if choosing future sector specific members as it
has been very useful in recruiting experienced and credible members who could bring specific
perspectives and to communicate back to those business interests.
Possible economic sectors that are impacted by policies or may have special knowledge but not
currently represented include:
· private contractors responsible for salt applications on private parking lots or
organizations working with contractors to reduce salt application such as Smart About
Salt;
· liquid fuel heating suppliers;
· dry cleaners;
· retailers of fertilizer or organic solvents;
· residential property insurance industry;
· landscape industry
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It is recommended that the SPC be consulted on the possible reconfiguration of economic
sector representatives at their Meeting #1/15 to be held on June 23, 2015 and subsequent
consultation with the affected sectors by Toronto and Region Source Protection Authority.
Based on the survey of current members, 3 members wish their term to expire upon plan
approval (Doug Brown – Energy representative; Andrea Bourrie – Aggregate representative;
and Lynne Moore – one of two Agriculture representatives).
It is recommended that the agricultural seat be replaced in consultation with the remaining
agricultural member and the affected Federations of Agriculture. Further, the term of the
continuing agricultural member should expire at the second anniversary of plan approval, along
with the term of the land development representative Louise Foster who has expressed a desire
to continue as a member.
Decisions on which industries should be represented on the SPC should precede replacing the
aggregate and energy sector representatives at the time of plan approval as one or both may
not be the appropriate choice of sector.
It is recommended that the two remaining economic sector members’ terms expire at the first
anniversary of the plan – Peter Miasek – Petrochemical and Petroleum; and Wendy Burgess –
Golf Course. As part of the earlier discussions, there should be a decision on whether one or
both of these economic sectors should continue to be represented or replaced with other
sectors.
TABLE 2 - SUMMARY RECOMMENDATIONS ON MEMBER REPLACEMENT
SECTOR GROUP Replace on Plan Approval Replace on First Year Replace on
Anniversary of Plan Second Year
Approval
Anniversary of
Plan Approval
Bob Burnside –
Discuss with
Discuss with
Municipal
Dufferin/Simcoe
municipalities affected municipalities
Howard Shapiro – Toronto
affected
Michael D’Andrea –
Toronto pending
discussion with Toronto
Lynne Moore – Agriculture Peter Miasek –
Heather Laidlaw –
Economic
(Consult with Federations Petrochemical and
Agriculture
of Agriculture)
Petroleum (Consult
(Consult with
Doug Brown – Energy
with CPPI & CCPA or Federations of
(consider replacing with a consider replacing with Agriculture)
different sector)
a different sector)
Wendy Burgess – Golf Louise Foster –
Andrea Bourrie –
course (consider
Land development
Aggregate (consider
replacing with a
(Consult with BILD)
replacing with a different
different sector)
sector)
Peter Orphanos – ENGO Julie Abouchar
Robert Goodings
Public
Fred Ruf
(consult with ENGO groups Irv Harrell
Recommend
across CTC)
consideration to
ensuring members Jessica Ginsberg – ENGO
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live/work in
different
geographic areas
across the CTC

(consult with ENGO groups
across CTC)
Michael Garrett

Letter from SPC Chair
It is recommended that Chair Susan Self sends a letter jointly to the Chair of the Toronto and
Region Source Protection Authority and the Minister of the Environment and Climate Change
providing the advice and concerns of the CTC SPC arising from their discussions of December
16, 2014 (see discussion above) and as raised at their meeting #1/15 to be held on June 23,
2015. These matters deal with the role and support recommended so that the SPC can continue
to function as a worthwhile and valuable partner in the ongoing delivery and continuous
improvement of the source water protection program.
INFORMATION PRESENTED AT CTC SPC MEETING #7/14 DEC 16, 2014
Once the minister has approved the Source Protection Plan, appointments begin to expire
"when notice is published under section 30 of the (Clean Water) Act of the approval of the first
source protection plans for all of the source protection areas in the source protection region " (S.
8 (3) 3). Not all members' terms expire concurrently. Upon approval of the CTC plan 9
members' terms will expire (3 in each group). The following year 6 more members, terms expire
(2 in each group) and on the second year anniversary of the plan approval the remaining 6
terms expire. Therefore, over three years, terms for all committee members will expire. SPAs
must replace members from each of the three groups equally so that the balance is maintained
between new and experienced members of the groups. There is nothing in the Act or
regulations that prohibit a sitting member from re-applying to sit on the committee.
Year 1 (Posting of
Approval on EBR)

Year 2 (first anniversary
of posting)

Year 3 (second anniversary
of posting)

3 from each group
(9)

2 from each group (6)

2 from each group (6)

The regulation only specifies the number of members to step down from within each subgroup
each year. The lead source protection authorities will need to decide which individual members’
terms expire. The source protection authority will need to solicit comment on the proposed
composition of the committees' economic and public groupings as well as recruiting new
representatives for the committee (per section 9 of the regulation). Unlike the initial committee
which was formed until the Source Protection Plan was approved, new members are appointed
for three year terms. The SPA also has the option of appointing interim members until formal
recruitment is completed. Interim members can include a member whose term has expired and
interim or previous members may reapply during this recruitment.
SPC ROLES DURING IMPLEMENTATION
Source Protection Committees have an ongoing role to play after plan approval through the
transition to implementation of approved plans.
The SPC:
1. must review and consult on any new technical work for new systems (CWA s.34 - note there
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are a number of new systems in the planning stage within the CTC);
2. must review annual reports before they are submitted to the Minister (the first of the annual
reports on plan implementation are due in the February following the second calendar year
after the plan comes into effect);
3. must undertake work to prepare for amendments to source protection plans as directed by
Minister; and
4. may undertake other tasks as identified by the SPC itself and approved by the SPA or the
ministry.
DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
The following questions were posed to the SPC to frame the discussion.
What kind of work is useful for the SPC to do?
I. There are obligations under the CWA for the SPC, however what else would need to be on
an agenda for it to be a useful exercise?
Advice on CTC SPC Structure and Recruitment Process
II. Is the 21 person committee plus chair an appropriate size in the go-forward?
III. Is the current structure and composition of municipal, economic, and public still serving the
needs of the CTC SPR? If not - what should change?
IV. What types of skills, experience, and qualifications should members bring to their role?
V. Is the renewal process as outlined above appropriate or how should it be changed?
VI. Is the 3-year term as outlined in the regulation appropriate or what would be better?
VII. What should TRSPA do with SPC vacancies before Plan approval? (appoint interim
members, leave vacant until plan approval, other?)
VIII. How often should the CTC SPC meet between now and plan approval? After Plan
approval?

Report prepared by: Beverley Thorpe, extension 5577
Emails: bthorpe@trca.on.ca
For Information contact: Beverley Thorpe, extension 5577
Emails: bthorpe@trca.on.ca
Date: May 22, 2015
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